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I confess I am not a fan of winter. The season
is, to me, a bad mix of hurry up and wait for
warmer weather and long spells of not seeing
(spoiling) the grandkids. I am thankful to be a
gardener, knowing that soon the trees, shrubs,
and plants will be waking up and demanding my
attention.

As Master Gardeners, many of us have used
this “stay at home” winter to work on our
foundation bylaws, revising them to support

virtual events and remote meetings and voting. As WSU volunteers, we have
leveraged our Zoom meeting and teaching skills to support our plant clinics,
holiday parties, and award ceremonies. And in our dual roles of volunteer and
foundation members, our skills and efforts are also being used to create
continuing education opportunities in foundation operations, virtual plant sales,
“members only” website pages, etc. If the pandemic’s dark cloud can have a silver
lining for us, it may be in the discovery that being forced to embrace technology
has driven greater state-wide MG cohesion, with many of our county on-line
courses drawing participation from throughout the state.

In recent years you have seen both the State Foundation and WSU Extension
Leadership focus on the goal of making “the whole greater than the sum of the
parts”, referring to our opportunity to multiply each county MG Program’s impact
through greater sharing, interaction, and cooperation across the state. A common
discussion topic within the State Foundation is “How do we make progress on this
goal in 2021?”. After the disappointments experienced last year, we are all
straddling a fence of optimism vs. caution.

The State Foundation (in partnership with WSU Extension) remains focused on
hosting a successful Advanced Education Conference (AEC) this fall, but how do
we ensure it? Under C-J Nielsen’s leadership, the AEC team is working on in-
person and virtual conference options. On the optimistic side, their plans will
ensure a conference regardless of the path and timeline the pandemic takes. On
the side of caution, the team is developing flexible plans supporting virtual
attendance, should circumstances require it. The details involved in creating a
flexible plan that allows a graceful change in the delivery format is markedly
complex. So where do we find volunteers to take on these challenges?

The State Foundation board is comprised of volunteers that have been
elected/appointed by their county foundation chapter and each is automatically a
member of the board. This group of volunteers is the (Continued on page 7)
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WSU Master Gardener Program Update
~~Jennifer Marquis, Statewide Program Leader

I am excited to share with all of you the new branding elements we have
available. These will, in the next week or so, be available on the PC password
protected page and on our volunteer password protected page, too.
 We want the WSU Extension Master Gardener program to be the go-to
resource for diverse communities who seek unbiased, research-based
horticulture and environmental stewardship education. To achieve this, we have
to have an updated look and feel that is used consistently across our state. We
want to be able to tell a compelling and impactful story. To that, we need tools
for success.

Program Priority Poster:
This poster/flyer/graphic can and should be used in a variety of ways. Please

use it to inform our internal audiences-WSU Extension Master Gardener volunteers, County directors, 4-H
faculty and staff, Snap-Ed faculty and staff, etc., about who we are and what we do. It should also be used
to tell our external audiences-County Commissioners, funding partners, plant clinic clients, speakers’
bureau students, etc about who we are and what we do. Use it on websites, in PPT’s, etc. Please make this
graphic a staple in the local program.

Program Priority Icons:
The icons in the poster that
represent our ten program
priority areas can and should
be used individually or
together. Let’s start using
them. Put them on course
handouts to show a
connection to one or more
priority areas. Use them on
websites to tie a project to a
priority area. Use them in
Zoom backgrounds to indicate
the focus of a talk. Use them
in PPT’s to show students a
connection between what is
being taught to why it is being
taught, why it matters to the
backyard gardener, and (Continued on page 7)
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As our plants enter the dormant months of winter, our gardens and forests continue to teem with
life.

A host of sparrows inspects the ground to find seeds. A tangle of towhees pecks away, in search
of crickets. Pacific chorus frogs, now solitary in their habits, shelter in the debris to hibernate for
the winter.

Leaves, bud scales, twigs, needles, fruits, and bark fragments all accumulate on the ground to
form a layer of debris known as “duff.” The duff layer, a few inches above the soil, is one of the
most vibrant and biodiverse parts of the forest or garden.

Organic materials in the duff layer are decomposed by
bacteria and fungi, making nutrients available to a wide
variety of flora and fauna. Our Jefferson County winters
are mild enough for many to survive the cold, if they luck
into a safe, warm spot with access to prey. Songbirds,
frogs, toads, spiders, and other beneficial insects can
rely on duff’s rich source of food and debris for over-
wintering.

Different species have adapted to find what they need.
Robins find earthworms; thrushes search for snails;
grosbeaks and buntings select nesting materials. Many
creatures nest and sleep in the duff as well. Some
terrestrial amphibians like American toads are good
diggers and can safely burrow deep into the soil below
the frost line. The wood frog and the spring peeper are
not as adept at digging, so they are not well protected
from cold weather. They seek out cracks and crevices in
logs or rocks, or dig down as far as they can in the leaf
litter.

“Duff is the blanket of winter care for many creatures,
notably amphibians,” advises Mary Robson, local author,
co-host of KPTZ radio’s “Nature Now,” and retired
horticulture educator. “Duff is protection, and, in a way,
the layered history of the forest around it.”

(Continued on page 8)

The Magic of Duff in the Wildlife Garden
~~Barbara Faurot, Jefferson County Master Gardener

Native plants Mahonia nervosa (Low Oregon
grape, at top) and Linnaea borealis (twinflower)
thrive in a carpet of forest duff. Photo courtesy

of Barbara Faurot.
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Anyone who gardens should consider
planting cover crops whenever the ground is
bare between crops.   Cover crops provide
weed control and (wind and/or water) erosion
control. They shade the soil, and their residues
protect the ground surface if left standing,
mowed, flailed, crimped, or tilled into the soil.
As they grow, cover crops can break up
compacted layers, improve soil structure,
recycle nutrients, take up excess fertilizer, help
reduce weed pressures and control soil borne
diseases and insects including nematodes. As
cover crops mature, their flowers and pollen
help attract beneficial insects to the garden.
When cover crops are incorporated into the
ground as green manures, they add nutrients
and organic matter to the soil. Since soils in the
Columbia Basin are naturally nutrient poor and
lack organic matter that helps maintain fertility, planting annual or perennial cover crops can be of great
benefit.

Cover crops are divided into perennials, planted for year-round cover, and annuals for partial year or
seasonal coverage. Though perennial cover crops take longer to become established, having year-round
grasses and/or legumes between trees and shrubs or garden rows does help control weeds and reduce
erosion. Planting short season varieties of grass and grain seems to be a common method in the Columbia
Basin as they come up quickly and cover the ground fast, put down extensive root systems, can capture
unused nitrogen in the soil, and can be replanted over and over.  Cover crops are mowed or tilled into the
soil close to or at seeding time of your main crops to reduce spreading of the cover crop and to prevent
depletion of nutrients from the soil by the cover crop.

Some gardeners plant cover crops in the fall to provide winter cover while others plant them in spring,
summer and/or fall. The reasons for planting vary with the gardener, species planted and expected
benefits.  Legumes (preferably planted by coating the seed with an inoculant) are natural choices to add
nitrogen to the soil. Grasses are a good choice to help compete with weeds.  Mixes can increase
biodiversity, but dominant species tend to suppress other plants in a mix.  Planting a legume and a grain at
the same time could each provide complementary benefits: one adds nitrogen while the other adds
biomass.  Both monocultures and polyculture plantings provide some benefits.  Almost any cover crop
provides some benefits so gardeners can try one or the other or both using some experimentation to find
treatments that work.  Examples of annual grasses and grains that thrive in our area include winter wheat,
triticale, oats, barley, and annual ryegrass. Recommended annual legumes include vetches, clovers,
Austrian winter pea, and fava bean (though planting this later in the season provides limited benefits since
it winterkills in eastern Washington).  Additional cover crops are restricted to frost free periods, typically
planted in late spring and summer, and include buckwheat, yellow mustard, sorghum-Sudan grass, and
millets. (Continued on page 9)

Cover Crop Alternatives
~~Mark Amara, WSU Grant-Adams County Master Gardener

Buckwheat - Photo by Mark Amara
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Demonstration Garden Greenhouse Dream
~~Pam Doctor, Benton- Franklin County Master Gardener

It has been a long-held goal of the Master Gardeners from Benton and Franklin Counties to have a
Greenhouse in their Demonstration Garden.  To be able to grow their own plants for the spring plant sale
and for the Demonstration Garden and not be at the mercy of fall and winter weather conditions has been a
top priority.  In addition to the plant sale, the greenhouse will also support the Community Food Gardens
and Educational Programs.

After years of fundraising and securing a very generous donation of $5,000 from the Columbia Center
Rotary, the Benton-Franklin Demonstration Garden Steering Committee (DGSC), made the decision to
proceed with the Greenhouse Project.  After researching designs, cost, and companies, the (DGSC)
negotiated a good price on the greenhouse.  The initial cost estimates for the project required a budget of
$15,000.  This included footings, entry pad, gravel, electrical connections, and water storage equipment.

The next step was getting a permit issued by the City of Kennewick.  This was a challenge because the
Demonstration Garden is on Kennewick City property, meaning we had to ensure that the greenhouse met
commercial building standards, including a structure that will withstand 110 miles per hour winds.  This
resulted in the cost estimate increasing to $25,000.  Delaying construction would increase costs and
potentially require redoing the arduous task of obtaining necessary City of Kennewick building permits - thus

the DGSC decided to move ahead.  The Master
Gardener Foundation of Benton and Franklin Counties
(MGFofBF) and DGSC decided to do a fundraising
pledge.  They received overwhelming support from
fellow Master Gardeners, friends, family, and community
members and raised over $16,000 in five weeks.

With funding secured the project could move ahead.
The dimensions for the greenhouse are 10 feet by 24
feet.   The greenhouse is in the strip of land between the
Formal Rose Garden and the Test Rose Garden.
October 2020, the foundation of the greenhouse was
completed with the flooring and water/electrical lines.
Dave Hammond and Sam Teruyama are shown in front
of a 10x10 foot concrete pad that was poured by the
Master Gardeners: Sam Teruyama, David Hammond,
C.M Jones aka Jonesy, and Ken Erickson.  The
greenhouse was delivered the first week of November
and Dave Hammond and Sam Teruyama were the lead
Master Gardeners to put up the greenhouse.

Currently the DGSC is focusing on putting up a chain
link fence around the greenhouse to secure the
property.  The goal is to have the Greenhouse fully
functional for starting plants in January 2021.  The
Greenhouse should be able to house 4,000 – 5,000
plants.

(Continued on {Ref})
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2021 WSU Master Gardener Advanced Education Conference Update
~~ C-J Nielsen, Conference Chair, Island County Master Gardener

The 26th WSU Master Gardener Advanced Education Conference will be held September 29-October 2,
2021, at the Hotel RL/Olympia, with full conference facilities and lodging — located within a lush 12 acre
site on Capitol Lake in Olympia.   As always, the conference is designed to offer an outstanding
opportunity to blend education and valuable networking with fellow MGs from all across Washington.

This year’s Conference offers an exciting range of approved CE/continuing education, with over 30 class-
es and instructors focused on Garden Mastery, Growing Food, Master Gardener Skills, Garden Sustain-
ability and Maintenance. MG attendees will be able to record up to 11 hours of approved CE credits for
classes, keynote and plenary sessions, and enjoy custom-designed optional tours for additional CE.

Register with Confidence:  Given the distance of many months ahead as we manage through Covid-19 in
our State,  it is the hope that our Conference will go on as intended; with all events, classes and schedule
on a normal trajectory.  However, a plan will be in place to
pivot to a Hybrid format (combination live/virtual
broadcast attendance) if needed.   At the point that
Registration opens later this Spring, options will be
offered as necessary, following official Washington
State guidance.  However, it is recommended that
reservations (refundable) be made for lodging at the Hotel
RL early, to take advantage of the special conference rate
and availability.

Registration details and all class and instructor information
can be found on the conference website at mglearns.org,
with regular updates posted.

Seeds for Thought is a quarterly publication of  the Master Gardener Foundation of  Washington State (MGFWS)
Published February, May, August & November
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why it matters to the environment. Please be sure to incorporate the statements that go with each priority.

For example, WSU Extension Master Gardeners teach ways to help native bees and other pollinators thrive
in home and community landscapes because pollination is an essential ecological survival function. Almost
80% of food-producing plants require pollination by animals like bees. Pollination is also required for the
reproduction of flowering plants that help prevent erosion, filter water, sequester carbon, and add oxygen to
the atmosphere.

Social Media Icons:
We are doing more and more on social media. It is important that we represent ourselves in an eye-pleasing
and professional manner. There are new icons (graphics) that are specifically sized to fit Facebook and
GivePulse profile pictures. Please consider changing out current FaceBook and GivePulse profile pictures
for the newly available ones. I made the change on both the WSU Extension Master Gardener Facebook
page and on the GivePulse page. I think they look awesome!

PowerPoint Templates:
There will also be three new PPT templates to use on the website. These align us with WSU Extension,
offer a few layouts that should accommodate the insertion of photos or maps, and make us look more
professional, in my opinion.

Our official logo must be used on all official correspondence. These elements do not replace the
requirement to use our official logo to represent our Program. Please read the information regarding use of
our logo here: http://mastergardener.wsu.edu/logo/

Thank you all for adopting our new look.

(Continued from page 2)

primary pool from which AEC leaders and workers are recruited. In order to offer the Conference at a
relatively modest cost, the foundation does not use professional organizers. We all owe a debt of gratitude to
the volunteers that will make the 2021 AEC a success. So how do we repay this debt?

There are two ways to help make the current and future conferences a success. Each county Chapter has
three positions on the MGFWS board but currently over half of these positions are open. Appointing State
Foundation representatives to the board to fill your open positions is the most direct way to have a greater
voice on the board and help ensure the Foundation is a success. The other way is less formal and more
direct – you can simply volunteer to help in whatever manner and degree you are comfortable.

I suspect some of you may be hesitant to volunteer, not knowing what you are getting yourself into (I
know I was prior to joining the board). I encourage you to do what I did: attend a committee or board meeting
as a guest. It will allow you to meet some wonderful Master Gardeners from across the state and get a better
idea of what the State Foundation is and does, with no obligation. It’s easy to do in these days of Zooming,
and yes, it does count as program support hours!

(Continued from page 1)
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Mary adds that in addition to nutrient capture and release,
a natural layer of duff has other practical benefits. It can
help prevent weeds from sprouting
by forming a protective layer between the soil and the
sunlight. Duff also helps retain soil moisture and regulate
soil temperature. It protects the soil and prevents erosion
by absorbing and deflecting runoff water and wind.

The term “duff” is believed to be of Scottish origin, related
to the word “dowf,” meaning decay. It’s sometimes called
“nature’s mulch,” but that can be misleading. Typical
commercial mulches have a uniform content and
appearance. Natural duff can seem messier, yet for
wildlife gardeners, having some duff in the garden is the
goal. The variety of materials, microorganisms, and
predators contributes to healthy soil, rich in organic
matter. As the litter breaks down, nutrients such as
phosphorus become available to understory plants and
tree seedlings.

For all these reasons, wildlife--and plants--emphatically
prefer duff.

As you work in your yard, garden, or backyard forest, think of duff as something to encourage
among your trees, shrubs, and perennials. Gardeners can mimic the natural forest duff process by
layering organic matter on top of the soil. Build or amend your own mulch, including such materials
as wood chips, partially composted leaves, small twigs, lichen and moss fragments, and conifer
needles.

You’ll be helping build healthy soil. At the same time, you’re offering food and shelter to the wildlife
that shares your garden. When the spring peepers begin their chorus in February, we’ll know that
they have spent the winter hiding out in the duff that we have left for them.

Firewise Note: It’s important to avoid heavy accumulations of duff and slash, which can become a
fire risk, especially during a dry season. The Washington State Department of Natural Resources
offers some useful information about firewise practices for the home garden at www.dnr.wa.gov.

Published in the Port Townsend Leader, December 8, 2020

(Continued from page 3)

A rich layer of organic matter—twigs, leaves,
bark fragments, lichens, and mosses—offers
nutrients and shelter to over-wintering wildlife.

Photo courtesy of Barbara Faurot.

www.dnr.wa.gov
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Columbia Basin soils in Grant and Adams Counties are most susceptible to wind erosion due to high winds
that seem to coincide with tillage methods used and times of the year the ground is worked and/or
harvested on our light textured soils. Our critical wind erosion periods are in the spring and fall.  Grant and

Adams Counties have light textured soils consisting mainly of
sandy loams, sands, or silt loams that have a high tendency to
blow if left unprotected. Alternatively, if there is excessive rain or
too much irrigation on unprotected soils, there will be erosion
(runoff or washing) or leaching of essential nutrients, fertilizers and
chemicals.

Columbia Basin soils are naturally low in organic matter, typically
with less than 1% in the top foot of topsoil. Whatever gardeners
can do to add beneficial vegetal material is good for the soil to help
deter erosion, improve tilth, control weeds, and build a healthier
biodiverse ecosystem.  Adding organic matter in this way is not a
one-time fix – it should be done annually to maintain or improve
soil tilth.  Cover crops go a long way to providing these benefits.
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Austrian Winter Pea Photo by Mark
Amara
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Cost: $15 for series

Tickets available on TicketSource

February 12, 2021    (Friday)     9:00 –11:30 am Jenny Glass: Diagnosing Plant Problems
Jenny is WSU's Diagnostic Plant Pathologist at the Puyallup Plant & Insect Diagnostic Laboratory.
Jenny will share her practical and often humorous approach to diagnosing plant problems. There
will be something there for new and experienced MGs alike!

February 19, 2021    (Friday)     9:00 –11:30 am Linda Chalker-Scott: Horticultural
Myths
Linda is an Associate Professor and Extension Urban Horticulturist at WSU PREC.
She is also WSU's Garden Professor, whose blog's stated purpose is "Advancing the science of
gardening and other stuff since 2009." Are Epsom salts a horticultural cure-all?  Does water on
leaves act like a magnifying glass to burn leaves in sunlight?  Join us as Linda challenges long-
held gardening beliefs with science- based facts, and helps us evaluate reliable information
sources.

February 26, 2021    (Friday)     9:00 –11:30 am Daria Gosztyla: Urban Forestry
Daria is Projects & Outreach Specialist at Washington State Dept. of Natural Resources. She will
be talking about tree planting, tree and site selection, urban invasive species, and diagnosing tree
problems.  Even experienced Master Gardeners need more information on this topic as we are
seeing more tree problems associated with heat and drought as our climate changes.

Hosted by

Master Gardener Foundation of Cowlitz County

https://www.ticketsource.us/wsu-extension-master-gardeners/t-roqreo
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